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1. Introduction
This paper presents a music information retrieval system based on
parallel and distributed computing. The system, called MIRACLE
(Music Information Retrieval Acoustically with Clustered and
paralleL Engine), can take a user’s acoustic input (about 8
seconds) and perform similarity comparison on a group of
clustered PCs. The system is a paradigm of client-server
distributed computing since the pitch tracking is performed at the
client computer while the time-consuming process of similarity
comparison is performed at the server. Moreover, the similarity
comparison is handled by a master server which partitions the
comparison task into subtasks and dispatches these subtasks to a
collection of slave servers. Currently there are more then 10,000
songs in MARACLE and the average retrieval time for “match
beginning” is less than 1 seconds. The top-10 recognition rate for
"match beginning" is 72%, and for "match anywhere", 56%.
Extensive tests and performance evaluation demonstrates that
MIRACLE is a feasible system that suits common people’s needs
of music information retrieval.

2. Related Work of MIR Systems
As the needs for music information retrieval rises, there are many
MIR systems reported in the literature, including QBH (Query by
Humming) by Ghias et al. [1], MELDEX (Melody Indexing) by
Bainbrideg et al. [6], SoundCompass by Kosugi et al. [5], Super
MBox by Jang et al. [2], Themefinder by Kornstadt et al.[3],
MELODISCOV by Rolland et al.[7], etc. However, most of the
above systems do not allow acoustic input from users directly;
therefore the usability of those systems is significantly limited.
Even within those MIR systems based on acoustic input, only
MELDEX and Super MBox (a precursor of MIRACLE) have web
deployment, which allows general public access. Particularly, as
far as we know, MIRACLE is the first MIR system that is based
on cluster computing.
The authors have also published their work on a content-based
MIR system called Super Mbox [2]. The focus of the publications
is on the use of dynamic programming techniques for elastic
match in the comparison engine. A significant advantage of using
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DTW is that users are not required to singing "ta" to facilitate note
segmentation, as required by MELDEX and SoundCompss. Being
a precursor of MIRACLE, Super MBox only allows the use of
DTW on a single processor. MIRACLE, on the other hand, adopts
a two-step hierarchical filtering method (HFM) that filters out
90% candidates using an efficient linear-scaling comparison, and
then employs DTW to compare the survived 10% candidates.

3. Distributed and Parallel Computing
MIRACLE is composed of a client and a server component. The
client component takes users’ acoustic input and transforms it into
a pitch vector. The resulted pitch vector is then send to the server
for similarity comparison. At the server side, the request is first
handled by a master server which partitions the whole song list
into partial lists, and then dispatches these partial lists to 18 client
PC servers (ranging from Pentium 166 MHz to 1 GHz). Once a
slave server receives its candidate list from the master server, it
starts similarity comparison and return top-20 most likely
candidate songs to the master server. The master server then
combines and reorders the top-20 lists from all slave servers to
generate the overall top-20 ranking list.
The initial length of the comparison song list for slave server p ,
denoted by l p , is proportional to the clock rate of the slave server,
namely, l p = l *

Cp
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, where C k is the clock rate of slave

server k and l is the length of the total song list. To adaptively
change the formula for l p at request i , denoted by l p (i ) , can be
 tave (i) − t p (i) 
expressed as l p (i + 1) = l p (i ) * exp 
 , where t p (i ) is
k


the response time of slave server p at request i ;

t ave (i) =
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∑ t j (i) is the average response time over all slave
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servers at request i ; and k is a constant used to control the
sensitivity of the adaptation. The goal of the adaptive load
balancing strategy is to eventually have a same response time for
each slave server. In fact, the above expression for l p (i + 1) is not
the final value for our experiment since l p (i + 1) must fulfill the
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constraint that the total length should be equal to l . Hence the
l p (i + 1)
final value of l p (i + 1) is l p (i + 1) = l * 18
.
∑ j =1 l j (i + 1)

4. Performance and Discussions
To test the recognition rate of MIRACLE, we have a large
collection of 1550 vocal clips from 20 persons. 1054 of the vocal
clips are from the beginning of songs, while the other 496 are
from the middle. Some of the recordings are obtained via regular
handsets or mobile phones to test the robustness of the pitch
tracking algorithm. For the case of "match beginning", we sent the
1054 files to MIRACLE that employs two-step HFM as the
comparison procedure. The average response time is about 2.29
seconds. The top-3 recognition rate is 65.75%; top-10 is 70.68%.
If we choose DTW instead of two-step HFM, the top-3
recognition rate is 65.56% and top-10 72.58%. It is obvious that
DTW and two-step HFM have comparable recognition rates.
However, DTW's average search time is about 5 seconds, which is
much longer than that of two-step HFM. For "match anywhere",
we sent the 496 vocal clips to the master server and the average
response time is about 5 seconds. The top-3 recognition rate is
43.29%; top-10 is 49.42%.

Number of slave servers

From the above plot, we can observe that the average response
time levels off when the number of slave servers is 10 or more.
We can conclude that for a MIR system with 10,000 songs, 10
clustered PCs are qualified for the requests of “match anywhere”.
To test drive MIRACLE, please follow the link of “Online demo
of Super Mbox” at the author’s homepage at:
http://www.cs.nthu.edu.tw/~jang
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To test the adaptive strategy for load balancing, we measured
various response time for 100 consecutive requests of “match
anywhere” sent to the master server. The plot of various response
time with respective to request indices can be shown in the
following figure:
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